
CHAPTER JV 

Four Centuries of Filtration in France 

Filtration in· France has been practiced for at least four centuries. 
During the first half of that period the art was limited to filters for 
household and probably small-scale industrial use. The filter con
tainers were vessels of metal or pottery, containing sand resting on a 
perforated plate or false bottom. Raw water was poured or dropped 
into the top and filtered water drawn from beneath the false bottom. 

In the eighteenth century several attempts were made to com
mercialize filtration-the first, about 1750, by patenting, manufactur
ing and selling filters, chiefly for household use. In the l 760's and 
l 780's, two promoters obtained patents or licenses for filter plants. 
One of these promoters built a filter plant and organized a city-wide 
carrier system of delivering water in any amount, as frequently as 
desired, in sealed containers. 

At the very close of the century a patent was taken out. in France 
for a filter on which many others were modeled during the next 60 
years-although with important modifications. A unique purification 
plant, large for the time, was installed at Paris in 1806 and another a 
few decades later. Then came others, of a new type of filter, at pub
lic fountains in Paris. At Nantes, 36 notable filters were included in 
water works completed in 1855. 

Most of the water filtered in Paris up to the end of the nineteenth 
century was sold on the cash-and-carry plan or else by licensed porters. 
Only a little was piped to houses. At Nantes, the product of the 
filters of 1855 was conveyed to houses by a separate distribution 
system. 

Sponge, then charcoal, then wool were promoted as filtering media 
in France for more than a century: sponge from 1745 onward: charcoal 
from shortly after Lowitz presented his famous essay at St. Petersburg 
in 1790: wool for a short period in the 1840's: then sponge and wool 
in separate layers. Sponges were occasionally used as prefilters over 
a period of years. These media were generally used in combination 
with sand, crushed sandstone or gravel. 

French persistency in using sponge as a filtering medium was re
markable; even more so was the later use of waste wool. Sponge md 
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30 THE QUEST FOR PURE WATER 

with official protest at the middle of the eighteenth century and pat
ents then being sought were modified either by omitting the sponge 
or giving it a minor (unction, as a prefilter. The English encyclo
pedist, Tomlinson (1), commented adversely in 1852 on the use of any 
organic matter, except charcoal, as filtering media. When such mate
rial was kept wet constantly it decomposed and "imparted impurities 
to the water which it was intended to purify and make potable." 
Tomlinson may not have known that both sponge and wool were 
given special treatment before use in some of the nineteenth century 
filters. 

English slow sand filters have found little favor in France, partly 
because water from springs or "natural filters" (galleries) is pre
ferred to that from any kind of artificial filter. Paris continued to 
use spring water for domestic consumption, or in other words did not 
attempt to filt.er its main supply from the Seine and Marne, until the 
close of the nineteenth century, when it adopted multiple filters 
working in series. These were composed of two or more degrossis
seurs or roughing filters of gravel, a prefilter of coarse sand and a 
final filter more or less of the English slow sand type. Ably engi
neered and promoted, this system came into wide use throughout 
France after its adoption at Paris. Multiple filtration (see Chap. IX) 
had been proposed from time to time and place to place since 1685 
and had been used in several installations, notably in Scotland and 
England. 

The outstanding innovation of French filter designers was the use 
of high pressure in closed tanks. This practice began in the 1830's, a 
half century in advance of the American rapid filter. Efforts to intro
duce the earliest makes of American rapid filters to municipal supplies 
in France were unsuccessful, as they also were in Germany. 

Amy's Filter Patents 

Midway in the eighteenth century Joseph Amy was granted the 
first water filter patent issued by any country. Also, he published 
the first book on filters to appear anywhere in the world and founded 
the first-known filter manufactory. His patent application was filed 
in 1745. His book, Nouvelles Fontaines Domestiques (2), appeared 
in 1750. This was followed by a pamphlet in 1752 (3), a second book 
in 1754 (4), and a second pamphlet in 1758 (5). Altogether a thou
sand pages were printed to promote Amy's filter and to expose the 
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menace of copper poisoning from the filter containers and other 
household vessels then widely used in Paris. No such amount of 
publicity material was ever issued by any other filter promoter.• 

Amy was from southern France, advocate in the Provence Parlia
ment. During a visit to Paris in 1742, he drank without ill effects 
water from t'he Seine that had stood in jugs of earthenware instead 
of copper. Returning to Paris in 1745, he drank water from cop
per containers, had symptoms of poisoning and had a long illness. 
He concluded that it was not the water from the Seine but verdigris 
on the vessels containing it that made strangers in Paris sick. 

Introduction of Sponge.-Household filters of sand in copper con
tainers, wrote Amy, had been used in Paris for two centuries (since 
about 1550). Believing that sand as a filter medium was objection
able, and copper a menace, Amy decided to substitute sponge for 
sand and some other material than copper as a container. 

In his patent application of 1745, Amy showed a design for both a 
large and a small filter. His large filter was composed of many 
sponges pressed into holes in the sides of an open-topped wooden 
box floating in the water to be filtered. The filtrate passed through 
a flexible tube to a clear-water boat-shaped trailer. If desired, mul
tiple filtration could be had by means of sponges inserted in cross
wise partitions in the trailer. For smaller quantities of water a vessel 
of lead or earthenware, with sponges inserted in holes in its sides, 
was used. 

On the strength of a favorable committee report from the French 
Academy of Sciences, royal assent to the granting of Amy's patent 
application was given on June 15, 1746, but subject to the approval 
of certain Paris functionaries. Difficulties followed. To overcome 
these, Amy supplied one of his filters to the scientist Reaumur. After 
trial in his house, Reaumur expressed preference for the sponge filter 

• All four of Amy's book and pamphlets, collected by the author, are now de
posited in the Engineering Societies Library, New York. The volume of 1750 car
ries the bookplate of Marquis de Bauffremont, Knight of the Golden Fleece and 
Lieutenant General of the Armies of the King, to whom the book was dedicated. 
The second book was dedicated to Senac, Councillor of State and First Physician to 
the King. The first pamphlet was from the library of Cardinal de Brieure, Min
ister to Louis XVI. The pamphlets are original folded sheets, unstitched. So far 
as is known, there are no other copies in America. None is listed in the Union 
Catalogue of rare books in certain Jil)rarics of the United States, compiled by the 
Library of Congress.-M .N .B. 
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rather than the commonly used sand filters in copper containers. 
The copper, he wrote, "engendre un ver-de-gres tres redoutable." He 
had found that when his domestics neglected to keep the sponge cov
ered with water, the first filtrate, after replenishing the water, had a 
spongy or marshy taste. When brought to Amy's attention this fault 
was remedied by a change in design. Reaumur also noted that he had 
tried cotton, woo], silk and sand as filter media. All gave very good 
water but he concluded that sand was the best. These are the first 
known comparative tests of filter media. 

Next, a second committee of the Academy of Sciences, with Reaumur 
as one of its two members, was appointed. In a few days it reported 
approval of Amy's filter, subject to the changes Amy had proposed. 

On July 9, 1749, an order was issued for the registration of the filter 
patent, as amended, giving Amy the exclusive right to make and sell 

FtG. 8. AMY'S MACHINE TO PURIFY WATER 

Approved by the French Academy of Sciences in 1745. Shown are the float
ing filter box and clear.water trailer; sponges were inserted in sides of box 

and, if needed, in partitions of trailer 

(From Machines et Inventions Approuvees par L'Acadbnie Royale des Sciences, 
one page of which is shown in Fig. 7, facing) 

his filter until 1766. The containers might be composed of lead, 
pewter or earthenware, none of which, the grant said, was subject to 
verdigris. The use of filter boats had been renounced by Amy. 
Sponge was sanctioned as a filtering material but the patent included 
the use of sand also. It was noted that the sand and sponge could 
be washed in place and that washing was necessary to prevent the 
water from contracting a bad taste. The sand was to be packed firmly 
between two plates, the lower one to serve as a false bottom to the 
filter, the upper to prevent disturbance of the sand when water was 
poured into the vessel. 

Promotion Literature.-Tbe simplest and smallest of the many de
signs for filters described and illustrated in Amy's books and pam-
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phlets merely provided for the passage of water through one or more 
sponges inserted in a perforated plate. A larger and more elaborate 
design, intended for a military garrison, showed three pairs of filters, 
working in series, the first of each pair filtering downwards and the 

Fie. 9. AMY'S SEXTIFOLD FILTER FOR ARMY GARRISONS 

Three pairs of down-up filters; water passed through 18 ft. of sand; tank or 
lead-lined wood or masonry, 18 x 3 ft. in plan, 6 ft. deep 

(From Amy's book of 1754 for which see Fig. 7, p. !2') 

second upwards, the water passing through 18 ft. of sand. This de

sign so closely resembles the one described by Porzio in his book on 
military camp sanitation, publi hed in 1685, that it suggests Amy 
had copied Porzio's design (see Chap. II). Another filter, designed to 
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supply officers and men of a garrison, had several compartments, with 
valves for drawing filtered water from the bottom of each. Water 
could be supplied to the filter by buckets or hand pumps. Sand could 
be shoveled out for washing. 

Amy's extensive work seems to have ended in 1757 or 1758 after 
he had written the larger part of a 160,page promotion booklet (5). 
In this he excoriated attackers of his filters, presented illustrated 
descriptions of various styles of filters, with costs of installing and 
servicing, and cleaning directions for those wishing to do their own 
servicing. Long lists of yearly purchasers from 1750 to 1757 were 
given. These included high government officials of France and other 
countries, cardinals, royal and other physicians, engineers, plain bour
geois, and the "premiere de chambre de Madame le Marquis de Pom
padour." An installation with a capacity of 30 voies (approx. 160 
gal.) • for a chateau was cited. 

The Montbruel-Ferrand Project 

An elaborate plan for supplying Paris with filtered, aerated and 
bottled water was given provisional royal approval in 1763. The 
patentees were Jean Baptiste Molin de Montbruel and Nicolas Fer
rand. The source of supply, wrote Belgrand, Director of the Paris 
water work.s, a century later (6), was the Seine at Pont-a-J'Anglais, 
above the entrance of the turbid Marne. There one or more boats 
were to be moored into which water was to be pumped, then agitated, 
filtered through sand, then through sponge, then passed to a reservoir 
exposed to a current of air. The first filter was to be a 2-ft. layer of 
"good sand," 4 x 80 ft. in plan. The sponge was to be fine grained, 
well cleaned, passed through spirit of wine, then placed in 1,280 one
inch cylinders and covered with fine-meshed fabric. 

The city bureau to which the patent was referred objected to the 
use of sponge, as it had done twenty years earlier in the case of Amy's 
patent. The patentees renounced the use of sponge, holding that 
sand filtration was sufficient. Thereupon the bureau recommended 
Guly 7, 1763) that the tentative letters of patent of June 2 should be 
registered. 

• Eugene Bclgrand (6), in 1877, said the voie was 18 to 20 liters; John B. Hawley,
who translated parts of Belgrand for use here, wrote in 1957 that a voie was for
merly 29 liters; later, 25; and averages about 25 liters. It is sometimes loosely given 
as two bucketfuls. 
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Belgrand expressed the belief that Montbruel and Ferrand did nor 
utilize the privilege granted to them (6). Four promotion pamphlets 
(7, 8) show the progress of the enterprise up to a few days before the 
date announced for the delivery of water to customers, January 30, 
1764. 

The earliest of the four pamphlets contains a favorable report on 
the project by three members of the Paris Faculty of Medicine, sub
mitted October l ,  176�. The fourth pamphlet, containing a second 
report, dated January 11, 1764, from the same committee, stated that 
water would be delivered to subscribers on January 30. The com
mittee certified that the reservoirs and filters contained no sponge, 
metal or other material injurious to water. It declared that the out
put of the plant was clear, limpid and fresh, and free from all foreign 
tastes. 

The fourth pamphlet also listed fourteen bureaus of subscriptions. 
Water was to be delivered to subscribers in sealed containers, in either 
60- to 80-pint jars or 6- to 8-pint bottles, the latter in wicker baskets
holding six bottles. Delivery would be daily or at lesser intervals,
as desired. The price was six deniers la pinte, mesure de Paris-not
renderable with certainty in American units, but probably 26 cents
per U.S. gallon.

Reasonably conclusive proof that Montbruel and Ferrand put their 
project into operation is afforded by Girard, Director of the Paris 
water works, who wrote in 1812 (9) that the sale of filtered water was 
not what the promoters expected. This he attributed to the prefer
ence of Parisians for spring water delivered by aqueducts. A more 
potent reason for lack of patronage may have been that so elaborate 
a plan for supplying filtered water was too far ahead of the demands 
of Parisians in J 764. Certainly the project did not fail for lack of 
promotion. 

Charancourt's Filter Boats in the Seine 

Baron Fran�ois-Gregoire de Bourbon Charancourt, an engineer, on 
January 18, 1781, applied for permission to place pumps on boats in 
the Seine at Paris and, on its banks, fountains to be supplied with 
purified water. He had observed, he said, that the river was always 
charged with heterogeneous particles carrying with them the principles 
of corruption. His purification process, he said, had been successfully 
used at Toulouse (date not given). Subsequently he had improved 
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the mechanism and had demonstrated its efficiency both at Versailles 
and at Paris. He had proved that the process did not rob the water of 
its natural beneficial properties. The process was simple and inex
pensive. He wished protection for it before making its nature public. 

Each fountain, wrote Belgrand (6), was to have thirteen valves for 
drawing water. of which twelve would be for the use of the bucket car
riers and one for free service to the public. In addition, many of the 
fountains would have two valves for venders who carried the water 
in casks. 

The application was denied because a city bureau objected that the 
project had not been approved by the Faculty of Medicine, the boats 
would impede navigation, and the fountains and their patro·ns would 
be in the way. Late in 1781, Charancourt renewed his application. 
He urged that a trial of his process had shown it to be good. On 
May 18, 1782, the patent was granted, but for only three boats and 
six fountains. 

Belgrand (6) in 1877, and Girard (9), writing 65 years earlier, agree 
that the process was kept a secret, but Belgrand says it was never 
utilized at Paris, while Girard says its success at Toulouse had been 
certified by the city officials and at Versailles by Monsieur Lassone in a 
proces-verbal and that, moreover, Charancourt added to the pumping 
plants in use at Paris. A. Gury (10), former head of the Paris water 
bureau of today, says that Charancourt opened a horse-driven pump
ing plant in 178! and two others in 1784 (thus making up the three 
which he was allowed to establish). Their locations and the dates of 
their acquisition by the city are given by Girard. Gury also says that 
in 1768 there existed a Compagnie Dufaud which had established at 
Pont Ile Saint Louis, near the Arsenal, water purification works that 
Charancourt took. up again in 1782. Water from this plant was de
livered in casks decorated with the arms of the king and of the city. 
The drivers wore uniforms and announced their approach by blowing 
trumpets (10). 

Mirabeau's Account of Filter Fountains 

Data given by three one-time chief engineers of the Paris water 
works-Girard, Belgrand and Gury, writing in 1812, 1877 and 1939-
have been reviewed. A contemporary of Charancourt, the Comte de 
Mirabeau, also wrote about the filter fountains in Paris (I I), three 
years after final approval was given to Charancourt's project. In 
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what seems to have been the first attack on a private water company 
for alleged financial abuses, Mirabeau comments favorably on three 
filter fountains then in use. These seem to have been fountains estab
lished by Charancourt. After saying that one would assume that 
the water supplied by the company under attack was as superior to 
other water procurable in Paris as that of the New River is to all 
other waters one can drink in London, Mirabeau declares: "And 
this is precisely what it is not. . .. The f ontaines epuratoires, which 
no one encourages at all, supply to Parisians a limpid water at the 
same price as the filthiest water .... There are as yet only three of 
these fountains; they ought to be established on the two banks of the 
Seine in all the length it runs through Paris." A stove in the bottom 
of the fountain and serpentine pipes, wrote Mirabeau, kept the water 
from freezing and thus interrupting service in winter. 

From the combined testimony of Girard, Gury and Mirabeau it ap
pears that commercially filtered water was made available to Parisians 
by Montbruel and Ferrand in 1764, by Compagnie Dufaud in 1768 and 
by Charancourt in 1782-Belgrand to the contrary notwithstanding. 

The Smith-Cuchet-Montfort Filter 

In 1800, the basic Smith-Cuchet-Montfort patent was granted by 
France and, in 1806, the Quai des Celestins filters, which operated for 
a half century or more, were established in Paris. 

James Smith, a gunsmith from Glasgow, for a short time helped 
Richard Younger of Edinburgh, formerly a brewer, to assemble filters, 
the manufacture of which Younger began in or about 1795. These 
filters, wrote John Wilson (12), in 1802, were the most remarkable of 
the devices proposed up to that time to purify water by the use of char
coal, in accordance with the proposals of Lowitz (see Chap. Ill) and 
others. 

Smith, having brought the Lowitz process to the attention of the 
French Minister of Marine "as an important secret," says Rochon (13), 
was sent to Brest. Numberless experiments were made there in the 
presence of twelve representatives of different branches of the Marine 
Department. An official report on the experiments was made in 1798. 
Smith went to Paris and, with others, took out a filter patent. 

Younger's filters are thus described by Wilson: Into a cask a false 
bottom of flannel was driven. On this were placed: a thin layer of 
sand; garden mold; a thick layer of charcoal dust and lumps, mixed; 
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and fine sand. The filter was covered with flannel on a frame, driven 
into the cask. Filtration was downward. Smith's filter, says Wilson, 
differed from Younger's in that Smith used sponge prefilters and a 
device to prolong contact of the water with the charcoal. 

Smith's process of water purification, according to a French article 
of 1804 (14), was the object of many experiments by "Citizen" Barry, 
a former Commissioner-General of Marine. They were conducted at 
Brest by order of the Minister of Marine. Apparently Barry ran 
away with the show, for in the article a detailed description is given 
of the "Barry filter," with data on preparation of filtering media and 
on equipping a "Barry filter" suitable for ships of "three bridges" 
and smaller. 

The article also stated that Smith and "Citizen" Cuchet had set up 
works in Paris to make filters to purify and disinfect the very fetid 
water of the Seine. How closely these filters resembled those of Barry, 
the writer of the article would not attempt to say, but declared that 
each attained the same end perfectly. Nothing has been found to 
show whether either filter was ever used by the French Navy. 

Filtres inalterables tires des trois regnes de nature• was the high
sounding title given by Smith, Cuchet and Denis Montfort to their 
French patent of July 23, 1800. The containers could be made of 
wood, stone or terra cotta. On a perforated false bottom was placed 
a web of wool. Then came 2 in. of crushed sandstone; then 12 in. of 
coarse powdered charcoal and either very fine well-washed crushed 
sandstone or fine river sand, mixed and strongly compressed so that 
the water would be in contact with the charcoal for a long time; then 
12 in. of sand or crushed sandstone. On top of the unit thus formed 
was a plate of earthenware or stone, pierced with three or four holes 
to the inch. In each of these holes was placed a mushroom molded 
from crushed sandstone, the sides of which were covered with sponges, 
lo be washed from time lo time. An air vent was provided. 

Five kinds of filters were described in the patent specifications: 
domestic, tonneau or cask; portable; marine; and soldier, to be car
ried at the top of a bayonet or gun. All but the last were illustrated 
in detail. The marine filter worked by upward flow and was sus
pended to free it from the motion of the ship. 

• Unchangeable filters drawn from the three kingdoms of nature: animal, vege
table, and mineral. In the later official reprint the title was given as Divers ap
pareUs a filtrer l'eau. 
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Clarification al the Beginning of the 19th Century 

In a comprehensive essay on clarification of liquids, published at• 
Paris in 1801, "Citizen" Parmentier (15) asserted that in filtration the 
minute pores of the media allow the fluid to pass through, but inter
cept all suspended particles. His list of media included woolen, linen 
and cotton cloth, carded cotton, sponge, sand, earths, pounded glass 
and porous stone. Sand, he wrote, was commonly used to clarify water 
for domestic purposes-the more layers the better-and experience 
proved that the sand must be either renewed or washed from time to 
time. It must be confessed, said Parmentier, that filtration removes 
the superabundance of air with which water is sometimes impregnated 
and which gives it lightness and sharpness. After saying that neither 
"spontaneous clarification," meaning plain sedimentation, nor any 
kind of filter can give liquids perfect limpidity, he named as agents 
for use where filtration is inadequate, "albuminous and gelatinous 
matter, the acids, certain fats, lime, cream and blood." The four 
pages on coagulation are the most comprehensive discussion of that 
subject found published up to 1801. 

The Plant on the Quai des Celestins 

In 1806, two years after Gibb (see Chap. V) put his Paisley filters 
into use, Monsieur Happey opened a much larger plant in Paris. It 
was located on the Quai des Celestins, a well-known wharf on the 
Seine, near the H6tel de Ville or city hall. The filters were modeled 
on the Smith-Cuchet-Montfort patent of 1800, which had expired. 
The plant was notable for its size, elaborateness, number of employees 
and its continued operation for a half century. So far as has been 
found, it was operated sixteen years before a description of it was pub
lished. Early in 1822, a brief but highly appreciative account ap
peared in a London journal, in the form of a letter to the editor from 
a friend in Paris (16). 

The letter describes a "patent Institution" in Paris for purifying the 
water of the Seine for domestic use. The plant employed about 200 
persons. Before filtration, the water was settled twelve hours. The 
sponge prefilters were renewed every hour. The main filters were 
composed, from the top down, ·of coarse river sand, clean sand, 
pounded charcoal and clean Fontainebleau sand. These units were 
"renewed [surface scraped?] every six hours." The pumps were 
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driven by four horses working in three shifts. Steam power was not 
used because of the "dearness of fuel" (16a). 

Slightly condensed, the letter from Paris was promptly reprinted 
in a second London journal (16b), with the following cryptic or 
crabbed editorial comment: "We apprehend this process would not 
suit London tastes"-strange words in view of the fact that most Lon
doners were then supplied with water from the turbid and sewage
polluted Thames, none of which was filtered by the water companies. 

More specific data on the Celestins Filters as of 1823 are available. 
There were six rows of filters. These produced 2,000 hectoliters 
(52,840 gal.) of water daily out of 195,198 hectoliters supplied to Paris 
from all sources. The filtered water was delivered by 130 men using 
75 casks and 109 horses, making two or three trips a day to different 
parts of the city. The charge for the perfectly limpid filtered water 
was the same as that for unclarified water delivered by 1,338 porters
IO centimes per voie or 23 I. [about 0.4 cents for 5 gal.]. Inside the 
plant, 70 men were employed (17). 

The most complete description of the Quai des Celestins plant, ap
parently written after personal inspection, appeared in 1826 (18) and 
told the following story: 

The plant was founded and was still owned by Monsieur Happey. 
Water taken from the Seine through a pipe 300 ft. long was lifted by 
a set of three horse-driven pumps into three wooden settling tanks, 
each 15 ft. in diameter and 12 ft. high, holding 350 muids (about 
23,800 gal.). Each tank was filled in about three hours and stood 
full. They were decanted in succession. 

The most remarkable part of the plant, it was said, was the filter 
room on the second floor, measuring 87 x 32 ft. Settled water was 
delivered here by a second trio of pumps, driven by the same wheel 
as the first set. After discharging in a cascade facing the entrance 
door a,nd falling over two more cascades, the overflow from the third 
receiving basin passed into conduits of which some ran all around 
the room and some were in the middle. The water passed from these 
conduits through horizontal bottle-shaped leaden vessels each con
taining a sponge which retained a large part of the matter in suspen
sion. These sponges were changed every two or three hours and 
carefully washed, one workman being constantly employed for this 
purpose. 
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From the sponges the water fell into prismoidally shaped, lead-lined 
filter tanks, each tank fed by four or five pipes. The filters followed 
the· Smith-Cuchet-Montfort model. On a perforated false bottom 
there was placed a I-in. layer of gravel, then a thick layer of charcoal 
mixed with fine sand, topped with another inch or two of gravel. 

"All the work at the Quai des Celestins establishment," the ac
count concludes, "is carried out with the greatest exactness." Regu
lations posted on the premises combined the firmness of a master re
solved to be obeyed with the paternal affection of a father. On the 
one hand was a list of offenses and fines, on the other were sickness 
benefits for the employees (18). These were the first regulations for 
the operation of a water purification plant ever posted. 

Important supplementary data on the Quai des Celestins plant 
were given by Genieys in an essay written about 1835 (19). After 
quoting in full the Dictionnaire description, Genieys said that when 
he visited the establishment there were 34 filters, each 3.25 x 0.65 m. 
in plan, giving a total area of 71.82 sq.m., or 773 sq.ft. They yielded 
1,000 voies or 230 kl. a day, a rate of 230 I. per sq.m. per 24 hr. Their 
total daily output was 60,766 gal., or 786 gal. per sq.ft., or about 3.42 
mgd. per acre. Considering that the water had been presettled and 
prefiltered, this acre rate was about what was to become the standard 
for English slow sand filters. 

A British and an American book, both published in 1835, briefly 
described the Quai des Celestins filters, each adding its mite to the 
earlier descriptions. Matthews' Hydraulia (20) said that "this use
ful concern affords important accomodation to the numerous restau

rateurs of Paris, as well as the residents of the Palais Royale, and its 
environs, for their various purposes." Dr. Robley Dunglinson, in 
Human Health, the first known American book on private and public 
hygiene, said that after the water had passed through sponge and 
powdered charcoal, it was "made to fall, under the form of rain, from 
a height, into a large wooden reservoir, 14 or 15 ft. broad" (21). This 
was done "to restore the air it had lost during filtration." 

Henry Darcy (22), French engineer, writing after the Quai des
Celestins filters had been in use a half century, questions whether 
bone charcoal would not be more efficient than the "coals of the 
baker" which were used. It appears, he states, that the filters were 
washed six to seven times a month, when the charcoal was exposed 
to the air for several days. Such exposure, he said, apparently draw-
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ing on a report made at an unstated date for the company promoting 
the Fonvielle filters, was insufficient to restore the charcoal to its 
original capacity for absorbing organic matter. 

The latest available data on the Quai des Celestins filters appeared 
in a memoir on the water supply of Paris, dated July 16, 1858, 
written by G. E. Haussmann, senator, prefect of the Seine, and re
builder of Paris (2g), After noting various sources of water supply 
for Paris, he said that an industrial company had established, on the 
Quai des Celestins, filtering works supplied directly fr�m the Seine. 
The water thus clarified was carried to houses by a daily service of 
casks of 8 to 9 hectoliters capacity (about 225 gal.) and sold at 10 
centimes per voie (the same rate as given in earlier descriptions). For 
the calendar year 1857 the gross yearly revenue from this service was 
about 6,000,000 francs-no mean sum when a franc was a franc. 

Ducommun's Gravity Filters 

Fifteen years after Happey installed the Quai des Celestins plant, 
another notable group of filters was put into use at the Boule-Rouge 
sales fountain, also in Paris. Belgrand (6), ignoring the Quai des 
Celestins filters, says the Boule-Rouge plant was installed by Du
commun in 1821 and was the first serious attempt at filtration made 
in Paris. 

J. Ducommun of Paris took out a French patent on a gravity filter
on January 28, 1814 (No. 1,072),• perfecting the Smith-Cuchet-Mont
fort patent of 1800. The media, from the top down, were: sponge: 
pulverized sandstone; charcoal; and coarse sand. The sponge, before 
use, was macerated daily with fresh water to remove the taste and odor 
of the sea. It was indicated that charcoal from oak wood should be 
used because it compacted more readily than other charcoal and af
forded more material in a given space. The sand, the patent said, 
should be washed five or six times to remove the lime that would 
otherwise unite the grains. Two classes of public filters were de
scribed: speculations and grands. The former may have been for 
the sales fountain. They seem to have provided double filtration in 
open tubs, the first being degrossisseurs or roughing filters. The 

• An Ameria.n filter patent wu granted in 1816 to J. Du C.Ommun, New York
City. This may have bttn a duplicate of the French patent. No copy of the 
American patent is available. All copies of early American patents were destroyed 
by fire. 
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grands filtres were applicable to canals. They were rectangular, 
in pairs, above a clear water chamber and worked by downward How. 

Genieys, writing in or soon after 1826 (19), says the filters at Boule
Rouge could be used to treat water from the Seine or the Canal de 
l'Ourcq. There were 72 filters, each 0.487 x 0.975 m. in plan, giving 
a combined area of 34.2 sq.m. or 368 sq.ft., and delivering 400 to 500 
uoies of water a day. 

H. C. Emmery, who edited and annotated Genieys's essay (19), says
that in 1833 there were at Boule-Rouge 74 filters on the second floor 
treating l'Ourcq water and discharging it into nine circular or ellip
tical wooden tubs on the first floor, each holding 1,000 hectoliters 
(24,620 gal.), from which casks were loaded for distribution to con
sumers. The filtering media, as given by Genieys, were, from the top 
down: small gravel; sifted grit; sifted pulverized charcoal; sifted grit; 
small gravel. The depth of the charcoal was given as 3 to 6 in., ac
cording to the character of the water-which seems to have been o( 
general application-and each of the other layers was always 2 in. 
The total depth would therefore be only I I to 14 in. The plant was 
operated, in 1833, by an overseer and two workmen. 

Ducommun Filters at Gros-Cailloux.-Genieys also describes similar 
filters at the artificial mineral water establishment of Planche at Gros
Cailloux, near the early pompe a feu [steam-driven pump]. Here, 
water was pumped from the Seine into a "vast reservoir" (filter?] 60 ft. 
above the river. After passing through layers of sand and charcoal, 
the water flowed to the second "reservoir" [filter?) by means of a 
siphon of hemp (hose?]. Filtration was upward. Before use in the 
mineral water "machines" such of the water as was not to be acidu
lated passed through a third filter. 

Arago, in his report of 1837 (24) on the Fonvielle filter (see below), 
in writing of Ducommun's claim that the Fonvielle filter was copied 
from his, pointed out that Fonvielle's filter worked under pressure 
while Ducommun's did not, even at the mineral water plant where 
pressure was available. (See reference to litigation below (25).) 

Pressure Filters by Another Ducommun 

A few years later Theophile Ducommun of Paris took out a French 
patent for a lateral-flow pressure filter (No. 5,977 July 25, 1838), to 
which he added on August 25, 1840, a claim for a vertical-flow re-
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versible or turn-over filter. The main patent called for a long 
hermetically sealed cast- or wrought-iron tank, divided vertically by 
perforated plates into five compartments. At either end of the tank 
was a narrow water compartment, receiving raw or discharging filtered 
water, according to the direction of flow. Then came, near each end, 
a compartment filled with sand and crushed sandstone, for clarifica
tion. The central and larger compartment was filled with charcoal, 
for purification. The filter could be backwashed by reversing the 
direction of flow and wasting the dirty water from openings near the 
bottom of the end of the tank. No evidence has been found to show · 
that either type of T. Ducommun's pressure filter was put into use.• 

Natural Filters at Toulouse 

After years of deliberation during which several plans for ••artificial 
filters" were considered and rejected, the city of Toulouse built a 
"natural filter" in or about 1825. First, an open pit or infiltration 
basin was dug. After much trouble with organic growths, the basin 
was converted into a filter gallery-the second on record, the first one 
having been built at Glasgow, Scotland, in 1810. Filter galleries were 
constructed by a number of other cities in France (see Chap. XI). 

C.-F. Mallet's Proposal for a Parisian Water Works 

The first complete plan for supplying Paris with filtered water was 
perfected in 1826 by C.-F. Mallet (27). In view of a proposal by 
English capitalists to build water works under a concession, Mallet 
had been ordered, in August 1824, to visit the water works of Lon
don, Glasgow and other cities in Great Britain to learn the best 
practice there. In March 1825, he outlined a project. This he was 
instructed in the following August to elaborate, with plans and esti
mates on which competitive bids for a franchise could be based. In 
February 1826, Mallet submitted to the municipal council a compre
hensive plan, with �4 designs for various parts of the works. These 
included pumps, filters, distributing reservoirs and pipes in every 
street for providing water from the Canal de l'Ourcq, which was al
ready being drawn upon (20). 

• DelbrDck (26) describes what he terms two Ducommun patents, but does not
say that the first was granted to J. Ducommun in 1814 and the second to Thcophile 
Ducommun in 18!8 and perfected in 1840-these CO\•ering the lateral-flow stationary 
and the vertical-flow turn-over filters. 
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Instead of adopting Mallet's report, the Paris council referred it 
back and forth for three years. Various modifications were suggested. 
The last of these, made by Mallet in conjunction with Girard, who 
had for some years been engineer for a Canal de l'Ourcq project, 
called for a dual supply: domestic, from the canal; general, from the 
Seine. A review of all the schemes, with plans and estimates, was 
prepared by Mallet in 1829 and published in 1830 (27). 

A remarkable feature of Mallet's plan, says Matthews (20) (appar
ently meaning his independent plan of 1826), was "two filters in which 
the water was to have an ascending motion," the filters so piped that 
either one could supply the city while the other was being cleaned or 
repaired. 

None of these plans set forth in Mallet's summary of 1829 resulted 
in the construction of water works on the rigorous concession or fran
chise plan that had been drawn up by the Paris authorities. 

Lees and Taylor's Plan 

In 1834, Lees and Taylor, says Matthews (20), presented to Louis
Philippe a plan for supplying Paris with settled and filtered water 
taken from the Seine above the confluence of the Marne. The water 
was to be conveyed by tunnel to a point beneath the hill of Ivry, then 
pumped J 50 ft. lo settling and filtering basins. Nothing has been 
found lo show that the Paris authorities gave this plan serious con
sideration. A number of small filters were installed by their pro
moters at sales fountains in several parts of the city. 

Fonvielle's High-Pressure Filters 

Arago, Gay Lussac and two lesser-known members of a special com
mittee of the French Academy of Sciences reported most favorably, 
August 14, 1837, on the "filtering apparatus" of Henri de Fonvielle 
(24). Most of their report was devoted to a review of the quality of 
water from various natural sources, why some waters needed treat
ment and the various means of purification employed. Sedimenta
tion was ruled out as too slow. Hastening it by coagulation with 
alum was banned as adding foreign matter to water. Filtration was 
given first place, but its capital and operating cost as practiced at 
London were held to be prohibitive. No artificial filter can be suc
cessful, said Arago, reporter for the committee, "unless prompt, eco
nomical and certain means are at hand, of cleaning and renewing the 
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filters." As compared with the James Simpson filter of the Chelsea 
Water Works Co. at London, the filter of Robert Thom had the ad
vantage of a '"self-cleaning operation" by means of reverse-flow wash. 

In France, filtration had not yet been introduced on a large scale. 
"In several valuable establishments in Paris," many small open boxes. 
containing a layer of charcoal between two layers of sand, were used 
as filters-modeled on the Smith-Cuchet-Montfort patent of 1800. 
When the water of the Seine and Marne was heavily charged with silt. 
it was necessary to remove the media, or at least the upper strata. 
every day and even twice a day. The yield of these filters was only 
3,000 1. (nearly 800 gal.) per sq.m. per day (about 3.25 mgd. per acre). 
To supply a town needing 1,000 in. of water a day, 7,000 filters with 
an area of I sq.m. each would be required. 

Following this introductory explanation, Arago declared that by 
hermetically closing these little boxes and causing the water to pass 
through them under strong pressure instead of merely by its own 
weight, the yield of the filters would be greatly increased. This had 
been accomplished by Henri de Fonvielle in his filter at the H6tel
Dieu (chief Paris hospital). Although the area of the filter was Jes� 
than a square meter, it 

--yields daily, by a pressure of 88 cm. [M.6 in.], 50,000 I. at least of clari
fied water [nearly 54 mgd. per acre]-seventeen times greater than by the 
methods commonly used. 

It would seem, at first view, that de Fonvielle's filter, working at so high a 
rate, would have to be deaned hourly. Not so. It requires no more atten
tion than ordinary filters. The explanation is simple. Under a feeble pres
sure, a filter acts, as it were, only at its surface; the mud scarcely penetrates 
it; under great pressure, it must sink deeper, but being disseminated through 
a greater depth, the permeability will not be decreased-the deaning will 
merely be more difficult. (24) 

This difficulty was met in the Fonvielle filter "in the action of the 
two countercurrents-in the shock and sudden shaking and stirring 
which result from them." At the H6tel-Dieu, "cocks of the tubes 
which connect the bottom and top of the apparatus with the elevated 
reservoir, or with the body of the feeding pump, [are opened] sud
denly and almost simultaneously." As a result, the filter is "tumul
tuously agitated" and the foreign matter detached from the gravel. 
After the Fonvielle filter had been deaned by the ascending current 
used in the Thom system, the water came out limpid. "As soon as 
the two other cocks were opened, the water rushed out from the filter 
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in a very filthy condition . . . the patients who witnessed the opera
tion, expressed their great surprise at seeing, after an interval of a few 
seconds, the same fountain furnish, first a yellow mass as thick as 
soup, and then water as clear as crystal." 

For more than eight months (or since early December 1836), said 
the report, the Fonvielle filter at the Hl>tel-Dieu had been operated, 
with the same layer of sand of about a square meter area, without 
renewal or intermission. Although the Seine had been extremely foul 
meanwhile, at least 12,000 cu.m. had been passed through the filter 
(about 53 mgd. per acre). In conclusion, the committee declared, 
"we do not hesitate to say that in showing the possibility of clarifying 
large quantities of water with a very small apparatus, M. Henri de 
Fonvielle has made an important advancement in the arts." 

Fonvielle's Patents 

Sieur Louis-Charles-Henri de Fonvielle took out a French patent on 
November 27, 1835, to which he made additions in the next three 
years. His original patent was on a system of filtration which he 
named filtre a grande courantes. This he said was adapted to both 
public and domestic use. Claims for novelty were operation under 
pressure in a hermetically sealed vessel and cleaning by opposing 
reverse-flow currents. 

The filtering media named by Fonvielle in his main patent were, 
from the bottom up: river pebbles on a false bottom; gres [grit, pre
sumably coarsely powdered sandstone]; iron filings [an innovation]; 
crushed charcoal. This assemblage was "closed" by double plates of 
perforated zinc. At a distance of 6 cm. (2.4 in.) above the zinc plates, 
there were inverted troughs holding sponges through which the raw 
water passed, leaving nine-tenths of the mud it carried. Apparently, 
the sponges were removed for washing, after which the filter was 
cleaned with filtered water from a reservoir. A tube was provided by 
means of which the filter could be saturated by atmospheric air, thus 
accelerating filtration, but just how this was achieved is not stated. 

An addition, dated March 4, 1836, to the original patent covered 
many filters placed one above another in a single closed tank. These 
filters were in pairs, with a chamber between each two filters into 
which the raw water entered from a central tube, then pas.sed up 
through one half and down through the other. Reverse flow pro
duced the counter currents for washing on which Arago laid so much 
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emphasis. As no filtering material was specified, it is assumed that 
it was the same as had been described in the original patent. It was 
stated that a square meter of surface, working under a 45-f t. head, 
would filter 12 hectoliters of water an hour (about 31 mgd. per acre). 

In a third addition to the patent, it is stated that cleaning could 
be effected, or at least aided, by introducing air by a jetl de pompe 
[play of pump]. 

First Known Filter Patent Litigation.-The French Filtering Co., 
which had been formed to promote Fonvielle's filter, soon had to 
defend his patent-the first filter-patent infringement suit found (25). 

Arago alluded to this controversy in his report of 1837. Several 
persons, he said, among them Ducommun, had recently claimed "the 
invention of filtering by increased pressure." This might be substan
tiated "in mathematical exactness, but no one before Fonvielle had 
proposed filtration in hermeticaJly sealed vessels, so arranged that 
strong pressure could be applied without deranging or confusing the 
different layers of media." • 

"In France," Arago continued, "we find everywhere, and especially 
at the beautiful mineral water establishment at Gros-Cailloux, a fine 
disposal of high pressure, entirely neglected. We see, in fact, M. Du
commun, whose name is honorably known in this ·department of the 
arts, using at the Ht>tel-Dieu three cisterns to clarify 15 hectoliters of 
water in 24 hours, while a single one of these cisterns, modified by 
de Fonvielle, yields in the same time, agreeably to the report of 
M. Desportes, steward of the hospital, 900 hectoliters of water, per
fectly filtered, in lieu of 15" (24).

The defendants seem to have been successful (26). About this time 
Ducommun took out the patent on pressure filters already noted. 

• Arago overlooked or ignored several earlier designs for filters under pressure in
hermetically sealed tanks. 

In 1815 Graf von Real patented a Zwangsfilter (force filter) for which head waa 
supplied by a reservoir. Delbrilck (26) gives no data, but says that Cadet von 
Graflincourt, a distinguished chemist, suggested that pressure be supplied by a 
pump attached to the bottom of the filter. The mechanic Hoffman in Leipzig, 
adds DelbrQck, invented an aerostatic process, operating by compressed air. 

On Aug. 11, 1819, Henry Tritton took. out an English patent on a closed filter 
with a clear water chamber beneath it, combined with an air pump attached to 
the chamber to produce a partial vacuum and thus a negative head. This is the 
fint known proposal for negative head in a filter. 

On May 11, 1827, J.·F.·E. Quarnier of Paris was granted a French patent on four 
hermetically scaled filters working in series under pressure applied by a column of 
water. 
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Mareschal's Improvements to the Fonvielle Filters.-Mareschal et 
Compagnie, of Paris, were granted a patent, May 31, 1838, on improve
ments to the Fonvielle filter. This was followed by four additions et 

perfectionnements in 1839 and 1840 (the entire five brevets being 
numbered 11,006). Elaborate specifications were included. They 
named a variety of filter media plus devices for holding them in place. 
As a clincher the patentees claimed all means, known or unknown, 
for applying pressure. Emphasis was placed on washing by opposing 
currents and on economy of space by stacking filters in a single closed 
tank. The Fonvielle filter, as thus perfected, is described not only 
in the patents but also in Delbriick's long article of 1853 (26). 

Other sources of information, cited below, seem to show that during 
the twenty years that the Fonvielle filter was in use at the Paris sales 
fountains a simple design was followed, using pressure which was 
sometimes high, but without stacking the filters or using conflicting 
currents for washing. 

The Fonvielle and Souchon Filters at Paris Sales Fountain.s 

In a sketchy review of filtration of water at sales fountains of Paris 
in the nineteenth century, Belgrand (6) discusses the filters of Fon
vielle and of his rival, Souchon. 

Ignoring the patent of 1835, the H6tel-Dieu filter of 1836-37 and 
Arago's report, Belgrand says that the first trial of the Fonvielle sys
tem was made on June 2, 1838, in the presence of the French Ministers 
of the Interior and of Commerce; and that, on April 5, 1839, the city 
council of Paris "authorized the establishment of the first filters of this 
type at St. Denis gate fountain." This filter was promoted by the 
Compagnie Fran�ais. 

The first trial of Souchon's filters, says Belgrand, was made at the 
basin of the Notre Dame Bridge, where it continued in use until 
1847. The first "tender of the use of this device" was made December 
IO, 1846, by Bernard, who exploited the Souchon patent of 1839-pre
sumably he proposed to rent it to the city. These two types of filters, 
says Belgrand, were a great success. They were applied to all sales 
fountains. The city paid the filter companies 6 centimes per cu.m. 
(264 gal.) and sold the filtered water to porters and to householders 
at 90 centimes. 

The Fonvielle filter used at the fountains was in the form of an 
inverted truncated cast-iron cone, with a slightly domed cast-iron 
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cover bolted on. There were three layers of filtering material with 
a total depth of 0. 7 m. From the top down, these were: 0.25 m. of 
sponge; 0.25 m. of pulverized sandstone; and 0.20 m. of very clean 
river sand. The sand rested on a perforated iron plate, below which 
was a filtered water chamber only 0.0� m. deep. An outside vertical 
pipe brought raw water under pressure for admission, at will, either 
above or below the filter unit. The water surface was 0.8 m. in 
diameter, while the bottom of the unit was 0.6 m. and the filter area 
was 0.62 m. 

The Fonvielle filters were cleaned every eight days when the water 
was muddy, but when it was "merely turbid" once in fifteen days was 
sufficient, and when clear (in summer) once a month. "Almost al
ways," said Belgrand, "they were content merely" to remove, wash and 
replace the sponge, and return the filter to service. When the pulver
ized sandstone commenced to get muddy, it was treated similarly; the 
bottom or sand layer was cleaned the same way every two or three 
months, according to season (6). 

The Souchon filter was entirely of wool-cloth clippings resting on 
and covered by perforated cast-iron plates. Two wire grills divided 
the unit into three layers of nearly equal depth, giving 0.62 m. total 
depth of wool. The waste wool was compressed by a screw, acting 
on the upper diaphragm. The container was a cast-iron cylinder, 
with bottom and top slightly curved. The filtering surface had an 
area of 0.57 m. • 

The Souchon filters were cleaned daily when the water was turbid, 
but ordinarily once in three or four days. At each cleaning a "certain 
thickness" of wool was removed from the upper layer without being 
replaced until that layer was exhau'sted. 

Output Tests.-In 1856 Belgrand (6) made official tests of the out· 
put of filters at four of the Paris sales fountains-the first tests of the 
kind found on record. A Fonvielle filter was tested at one fountain 
and Souchon filters at three others. The filters had areas of 0.25 to 
0.5 sq.m. (2.8 to 4.6 sq.ft.). They worked under heads of 12 to 22.4 m. 
(89.4 to 74.7 ft.). 

• Bclgrand does not always make clear whether he is describing the first installa
tions of the two makes of filters or those tested by him for output in 1856. He 
says that the Souchon filter at Notre Dame Bridge was open at the top and de· 
livered water directly into the distribution system. But those tested in 1856, at 
other locations, worked under consider2ble heads. 
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The Fonvielle filter, located at the Arcade fountain, was tested Feb
ruary 28, using water from the Seine under a 15-m. head and, at an
other time, using the clearer water of the Canal de l'Ourcq under a 
head of 16.28 m. The yields were at the rate of 758 and 950 cu.m. per 
sq.m. per 24 hr., respectively. Reduced to a common head of 1 m., 
said Belgrand, these rates would be 51 and 58 cu.m. per sq.m. 

Belgrand expressed the belief that no one ever obtained such high 
unit rates with any filter before. So far as is known, this was true. 
But, as he pointed out, the filters were "perfectly clean." In present
day American terms, the rates were 70.5 mgd. for the Seine and 
105 mgd. for the Ourcq, under heads of 49.2 and 58.4 ft., respectively. 

Omis.,ion of the layer of sponge from a Fonvielle filter located at 
the Pantheon fountain did not notably increase its yield-"a very im
portant fact," wrote Belgrand, "since the greater part of the materials 
in suspension were stopped by the sponges." What would have been 
the result during a long run, Belgrand did not say. 

A freshly-cleaned Souchon wool filter, located at the Boule-Rouge 
fountain, was tested by Belgrand on March 19, 1856. The average 
yield of three runs under a head of 12 m. was 974, and under a 14-m. 
head, 1,076 cu.m. per sq.m. per 24 hr. 

At the Sevres fountain, on March 16, 1856, a Souchon filter, work
ing under 21-m. head, was tested "under ordinary clean conditions." 
That is, the first layer had not been cleaned for three days; the sec
ond, for 21 days; and the third for 45 days. The average output for 
two runs was 588 cu.m. per sq.m. per 24 hr. In another experiment, 
the same filter, under 22.4-m. head, but with the two upper layers 
of wool freshly renewed and the third one in use 45 days, gave an 
average discharge for two runs of 285 cu.m. per sq.m. 

Amalgamation of the Fonvielle and Souchon Filters 

The French (Fonvielle) and Vedel • Souchon filter companies 
joined forces on June 16, 1861, and made their two filters into one. 
The sponge of the Fonvielle filter was put above_ a single layer of the 
wool cloth clippings of the Souchon filter. The sponge, says Bel-

• Vedel of Paris was granted a French patent May 17, 1855 (No. 9,698) for a filter
composed, from the top down, of sponge, crushed sandstone and finally river gravel 
mixed with wood charcoal, resting on a false bottom. It was claimed that a filter 
0.8 m. in diameter and 1 m. high, working under a head of 6 to 8 m., would yield 
100 to 120 1. per minute. The filter was cleaned by rcverse-ftow wash. 
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grand, served as a degrossisseur or roughing filter, retaining all muddy 
and insoluble matter. The wool thus protected had to be deaned 
once every month or two. It was much more easily cleaned than 
the pulverized sandstone beneath the sponge of the Fonvielle filter. 

The price paid to the companies for filtered Seine water between 
July I, 1853, and December :n. 1858, was 0.9 francs per cu.m. for 
water supplied to porters who delivered it in casks. Householders 
who came for the water paid 0.025 francs per voie, a bucketful of 18 
to 20 1. For watering a horse the charge was 0.05 francs. After 
the suburbs were annexed to Paris, the price was raised to I franc 
per cu.m., but was paid by the Compagnie Generale des Eaux. 

With the introduction of the practice of piping water to houses, 
says Belgrand, the number of water porters decreased. In 1833, these 
had numbered 1,216, delivering water either in buckets suspended 
from shoulder yokes or else in casks on horse-drawn carts. In 1859, 
before annexation of suburbs, the number of venders had fallen to 
972 within the city. It then rose to 1,378 for the larger area. In 
1876, the water venders had decreased to 710, of whom 431 used hand
drawn and only 41 horse-drawn carts. 

When Belgrand wrote (1876), so large a part of the domestic water 
supply of Paris was piped from the Vanne and Dhuis springs that 
the only filters then in use were at three sales fountains: Sevres, Uni
versity and "Reservoirs." These were of the sponge-above-wool type. 
introduced in 1861. The number and capacity of these filters are not 
given by Belgrand (6). This seems to have been the virtual end of 
small-scale filtration at Paris after more than a century of promotion. 

The Thirty-Six Souchon Filters at Nantes 

Souchon filters were included in water works built in 1855 at 
Nantes, France. So far as can be found, these were the only Souchon 
filters installed outside of Paris. 

The Nantes water works were built under a concession granted to 
the Compagnie Generale des Eaux calling· for water pumped from the 
Loire: 2,000 cu.m. daily of settled and filtered water for house and 
factory use; 4,000 cu.m. daily of raw water for street washing, public 
fountains and other "communal" purposes, and for householders who 
did not subscribe for filtered water. The raw water was pumped di
rectly into the mains. 
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Raw water was pumped to an open high-service reservoir and passed 
through submerged filters to a covered clear-water basin. This en
semble was semi-circular in plan with the dear-water basin inserted 
on the inner side. The settling reservoir was in three compartments. 
The filters were placed at the bottom of the reservoir alongside the 
wall between the reservoir and the basin. There were 36 filters, twelve 
in each compartment of the reservoir. Each filter had an area of 
1 sq.m. (10.76 sq.ft.) and contained about 3 ft., in. depth, of media. 

Darcy, who described the works in his book of 1856 (22), using in
formation supplied by the engineers, Jegau and Watier, says the filter 
material was of compressed wool. Kirkwood (28), who visited Nantes, 
April 25, 1866, says the media were sponge, sand, pebbles and broken 
stone, all of which were taken out once a month, washed and replaced. 
Instead of sponge, "a preparation of wool from the workings of the 
woolen factories" was often used, and was "more thorough in its 
operations than sponge." Whichever was employed was covered with 
a perforated plate and compressed with a screw. The filter boxes 
were covered with a watertight plate. Water was drawn from the 
top of the settling reservoir through a rubber tube supported by an 
india-rubber ball and was delivered into the top of each filter. The 
filtrate was then passed through the perforated false bottoms of the 
filters into a drain serving six filters and discharging into the clear
water basin. 

When Kirkwood was at Nantes one of the compartments of the 
settling reservoir was used to store river water. The others were used 
alternately, giving twelve to · eighteen hours of presedimentation. 
They were "cleaned at short intervals by flushing off about 2 ft. of 
the bottom water and sediment; the latter being stirred up and 
brushed off the bottom by men using sweeps and brooms." 

The amount of water filtered in March 1866 was about 400 cu.m. 
or 0.105 mgd. This low figure obtained because many of the house
holders took raw water from the public fountains or duplicate mains. 

Kirkwood concluded that the filters were too small and that what
ever clarification was obtained was effected chiefly by sedimentation. 
It may be added that the 36 filters had a total area of only 387 sq.ft., 
or Th acre. With all at work, the rate of filtration, in March, 
1866, would have been about 11.8 mgd., with no allowance for either 
settling reservoirs or filters out of use for cleaning. Darcy (22) states 
that the engineers for the plant assumed that the filters would pro-
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duce I 00 cu.m. of water per 24 hours, working under an average bead 
of 2.5 m. or 8.2 ft. This would be about 105 mgd. per acre, with no 
aJlowanc.:e for cleaning. 

The estimated population of Nantes in 1866, says Kirkwood, was 

-

;� r: 
-------------------, : ·� ---
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F1c. 12. THIRTY-SIX SOUCHON FILTERS AT NANTES, FRANCE 

Placed l 2 each at bottom of three settling basins along walls between settling 
basins and covered dear-water basin 

(From Plate XX1Il of Kirkwood's Report on the Filtration of River Water, 1869) 

112,000. The total amount of water pumped in March was 1.524 
mgd., of which only one-fifteenth was filtered. At the public foun
tains water wa� available only from 4 to 8 P.M., during which time 
half of the entire supply was carried away by consumers. About 
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50,000 gal. of "clarified" water was "sold about the streets in casks" 
by a second company (28). 

How long the Nantes filters were used after Kirkwood saw them 
in 1866 is unknown. Imbeaux's Annuaire (29) says the works built 
in 1854 supplied raw water from the Loire but mentions no purifica
tion at Nantes before Puech multiple filters were installed there in 
1900--01. (The promoters give the date as 1902--03.) 

Reverse-Flow Wash Filters in Three Cities 

At Marseilles, Tours and Dunkirk, filters washed by upward reverse
flow were built between 1842 and 1870. These and Nantes are the 
only four cities in France known to have been provided with "arti
ficial" filters for their entire water supply before 1890. 

A canal 52 mi. long was built in 1839-47 to bring water from the 
Durance to MarseilJes. After debating whether to clarify the muddy 
water of the river by sedimentation or filtration, both methods were 
adopted. Filters were put in use in 1842 (29, 30). Dams across sev
eral gorges formed settling reservoirs along the canal. Near the city 
a filter with an area of 92,336 sq.ft., in two compartments, was con
structed. It was of masonry, roofed and floored by arches. Beneath 
it was a clear-water reservoir. The filter unit was 23 in. deep. From 
the top down, the media were: sand of increasing size; small gravel; 
broken stone; and small stones. The filtrate passed into the clear
water reservoir, which was generally full, through 0.04-m. (1.57-in.) 
pottery tubes. These also served to backwash the filter. 

Darcy (22) gives the yield of the filter under heads of from 0.4 to 
0.8 m. (16 to 32 in.). When conditions were favorable, backwashing 
cleaned the filter but, with high turbidity, scraping the surface was 
necessary. When Kirkwood (28) visited Marseilles in March 1866, the 
filter was not being used because a large percentage of the settling
reservoir capacity had been lost by silting. Clemence, writing much 
later, states that filtration was given up in 1863 and the space de
voted to storage; also that the original settling capacity was partly 
restored by desilting and a huge new settling reservoir was built (31 ). 

At Tours, an ill-planned attempt to filter turbid water from the 
Cher without presedimentation, using a filter of inadequate size; soon 
ended in failure. The filter was put into use in 1856. When Kirk
wood was at Tours early in 1866 the supply was taken directly from 
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the river (28). Here also the head seems to have been too small for 
backwashing the filter. 

An upward backwash filter, apparently modeled after Thom's 
Scottish filters of 1827-42, was a part of water works completed in 
1870 for Dunkirk, with Monsieur Pauwells as engineer. As described 
by William Humber in 1876 (32), the filter was in four compartments, 
each 26i x 52i ft. in area. The filter media from the top down were: 
sand, 8 in.; washed coke dust, 6 in., in equal layers-very fine, fine, 
moderately coarse; and Calais pebbles, 5 in. The total is 19 in. The 
filtering material rested on perforated· tile 1.8 in. thick, set in port
land cement on brick placed edgewise. Under a head of 16 to 32 in. 
the yield was 15 gal. per sq.ft. per hour or about 16 mgd. per acre. 
lmbeaux's Annuaire (29) states that the supply was from the Boubourg 
River but not being potable was given up in 1893 for an underground 
supply. It is not clear whether the change was due to pollution of 
the canal or to a rising standard of quality. 

Darcy's Hydraulics of Filtration and 

His Mechanical Filter Patent 

Henry Darcy, the far-seeing f'rench hydraulician, delved into the 
hydraulics of filtration nearly a century ago, described and analyzed 
the principal filters of Great Britain and France, patented a· mechani
cal filter that included the leading features devised by Scotch, English 
and French predecessors and anticipated in all but one important 
particular-coagulation-the American mechanical rapid filter. 

Evidence that Darcy merits recognition as a filtration engineer 
is found in his book of 1856 on the newly built water works of Dijon 
(22) and also in his filter patent of the same year. The book contains
an exposition of the hydraulics of filtration. The patent gives some
of the same laws to elucidate the principles on which his filter was
based.

In his British patent (Filtering Water on a Large Scale, September 
19, 1856 [No. 2, 196]), Darcy stated that filters for town water supply 
in Great Britain produced a daily average of only 4 cu.yd. per sq.yd. 
of area or 1.45 mgd. (U.S.). Therefore "very large establishments 
were required." The filter area could be lessened by increasing the 
head on, or decreasing it beneath, the filter (using "negative head"). 
The consequent reduction in volume of filtering material could be 
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further reduced by using layers of less depth-30 cm. of filtering sand 
and 10 to 20 cm. of supporting gravel (12 in. of sand and 4 to 8 in. 
of gravel). 

A new method of keeping the filter clean was proposed: (a) the 
mud deposit on the sand was diminished by keeping the suspended 
matter in suspension and discharging to waste that part of it within 
50 cm. (20 in.) of the surface of the sand, without slopping filtration; 

foar ffl11rolr d Ult< r.,.. liltrUIC, 

Fie. 13. DARCY'S UPWARo-FLow MECHANICALLY CLEANED F1LTER oF 1856 

Th_in layer of sand on gravel; raw water admitted concentrically to inside of 
tank to keep dirt in suspension and permit extraction at four equidistant 
points; supplementary reverse-flow wa h aided by power-driven revolving 

broom; negative head used if conditions require 
(From Plate 25, Atlas, Darcy's Fo11taines Publiques de la Ville de Dijon, 1856) 

(b) the filter surface was swept with a mechanically driven revolving
broom; (c) at intervals determined by experience, reverse-flow wash
was used. Despite all this, it was occasionally necessary to scrape off
2 to 3 cm. (0.8 to 1.2 in.) of sand.

To provide filtered water for a town of 100,000 requiring 38 gpd. 
(U.S.) per capita, Darcy assumed an open filter about 7 m. (23 ft.) 
in diameter and in height. Raw water was admitted to the tank 
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about I m. (40 in.) above the surface of the sand. To prevent 
surface disturbance and to lessen the deposit of mud upon it, raw 
water was discharged horizontally along the inside of the tank. This 
gave a circular motion to the incoming water which kept a part of 
the suspended matter in suspension. Bottom water loaded with dirt 
was discharged through four orifices located just above the surface of 
the sand, into horizontal pipes leading to a main waste pipe con
centric with the outside of the tank. This drainage system served 
also to draw down the water to the surface of the sand before back
washing and to discharge the wash water. 

Reverse-flow wash through a false bottom had been patented by 
Peacock in 1791 and used by Thom at Greenock, Scotland, in 1827. 
Scraping was a feature of Simpson's Chelsea filter of 1829. Fonvielle 
and others had used heads of various magnitudes-Fonvielle in closed 
tanks. Negative head, Darcy implies, had been employed by Simpson 
in the Thames filter of the Lambeth Water Works Co., London, put 
into use in January 1840. Lessening the deposit of sediment on the 
filter surface and sweeping the surface of the sand were new. His 
filter units had a much greater area than Fonvielle's but were much 
smaller than those at Marseilles. Darcy's tout ensemble was unique.· 
No one before him seems to have applied the laws of hydraulics to 
filtration.• 

The Non-submerged Filter 

Noteworthy as an illustration of the French quest for something 
new and perfect in the art of filtration was the non-submerged filter. 
Although laboratory studies of it began in the early 1890's and were 
in progress ten years later, and a plant was installed at a small works in 
1907, this type of filter was soon forgotten except by a few chroniclers. 

The essential principle of the non-submerged filter is expressed by 
its name. Water was showered upon a filter so drained that it would 
neither stand on or in the sand. To all intents and purposes, this 

• Jules Dupuit, in the second (1865) edition of his treatise on water supply (55),
devotes 56 pages to .. Diven Processes of Filtration in Use:· He cites Darcy on the 
hydraulics of filtration and carries Darcy's study further. Strangely enough, the 
bibliography in Hazen's Filtration of Public Water Supplies (M), includes no ref· 
erence to Darcy, Dupuit or the earlier writer, Genieys (19); in fact it ignores all the 
French books and essays dealing wholly or in part with filtration. It contains many 
references to German writings on the subject. Hazen, it should be said, was chiefly 
concerned with slow sand filtration. 
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water filter was· the same as the sewage trickling or sprinkling filter 
perfected· during the 1890's in England.• 

For more than ten years, according to a communication presented 
at Paris on July 18, 1904, P. Miquel and H. Mouchet had been study
ing the bacterial purification of water by means of non-submerged fine 
sand (36). A paper presented January 22, 1939 (37), by Marboutin, 
"recalls the studies of M. L. Janet, Ingenieur en Chef des Mines, and 
of MM. Miquel and Mouchet," who perfected "this type of filter," and 
gives "results of comparative researches of these last-named bacteri
ologists." Neither paper makes clear who conceived and designed 
the filter but apparently chief credit for the studies belongs to Miquel 
and Mouchet. 

The first two papers describe a filter substantially like the typical 
English slow sand filters in composition, except that (1) the top layer 
of fine sand, l to 1.3 m. (40 to 53 in.) deep, was "tamped down and 
wetted," and when raw water low in earthy suspended matter was 
to be treated, the fine sand was co\'ered with coarse gravel to prevent 
disturbance by the oncoming water; (2) if the raw water was turbid 
and loaded with organic detritus the fine sand was covered with 
"sieved sand of moderate size to retain the impurities which can ulti
mately be removed without interferenc;e with the fine sand." Ourcq 
water [Canal de l'Ourcq supply to Paris?] was "perfectly clarified" 
[original turbidity not given]; its dissolved oxygen increased by about 
20 per cent; and its dissolved organic matter reduced 10 to 20 per 
cent, according to the rate of filtration. Ordinary microbes in the 
filtrate never exceeded 50 to 80 per ml., these being largely due to 
aftergrowths in the sand. Raw Ourcq water had up to 200,000 mi
crobes per ml. In general terms, without stating turbidity or other 
conditions of the raw water, the rate of filtration is given as 2 cu.m. per 
day per sq.m. of filter surface-about 50 gpd. per sq.ft., or about 2.2 
mgd. per acre. 

Although it was stated in July 1904 (38) that studies had been 
under way for more than _ten years, the paper dealt with laboratory 
tests of the preceding two years. During that time, it stated, there 
had been no appreciable choking of the filter nor difficulty in obtain-

• "One of the earliest'" of the sewage sprinkling filters "was constructed at Sal- .
ford, England, by Joseph Corbett [city engineer] about 1895, the inspiration for the 
design being furnished" by reports of the Lawrence Experiment Station of the Mas
sachusetts State Board of Health (55). 
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ing an even distribution of water over the filter. Apparently no study 
had been made of the distribution of raw water over a large surface. 

Marboutin's paper of January 1909 (37) states that the ordinary 
sand filter reduced bacteria "to 2 to 5 one-thousandths of those in 
the raw water" but might "fail to retain certain bacteria, especially 
the pathogens." In contrast, "the non-submerged filter [let] none 
of the bacteria in the raw water pass through." He adds that it is 
"logical to attribute a role of great importance to physical phenomena 
of molecular attraction in the filtration process." 

Marboutin mentions non-submerged filters having an area of 250 
sq.m. then newly installed at Chateaudun, on the River Loir. The 
medium was Loir sand passing a 1.5-mm. mesh. These filters yielded 
800 cu.m. per 24 hours in summer, 500 in winter, but hours in use 
were different in the two seasons. 

Imbeaux's Annuaire of January l, 1930 (29), states that the Chateau
dun filters were of the "systeme Miquel.'' established in 1907 by 
Baudet, Mayor of Chateaudun, had an area of 254 sq.m. (2,733 sq.ft.) 
and treated 800 cu.m. a day (about 3.35 mgd. per acre). The water 
came from two deep wells, sunk in 1893, and was apparently under 
suspicion before the filters were installed. The population of Cha
teaudun in 1930 was about 6,500. 

So far as is known, the non-submerged filters at Chateaudun are the 
only ones of the kind ever installed for city use. 

Frank Hannan, of Toronto, Ont., who kindly translated the French 
articles for use here, also supplied citations from later German authors: 

Tillmanns • mentions the excellence of the filtrate but says no 
plants of this type had been installed in Germany. 

August Gartner,t under Regenfilter (rain filter), gives details of 
eighteen tests made by the Conseil Superieur d'Hygiene de France 
between September 1905 and May 1906 on a 16-sq.cm. (172-sq.fl) ex
perimental filter. No coliform organisms or putrefactive bacteria 
were found in the filtrate. The French government was very favorably 
impressed and specified the filter for municipal use. Gartner did not 
consider the filter well suited for turbid waters but did not say why. 

Eugen Goetz t describes the non-submerged filters in considerable 
detail. He says the sand chokes up, is difficult to clean, and has to 

• ll'asserr,i11igu11g u. Abwasserbt·seitigung. 1912.
t Die Hygieru: des Wassas. 1915.
! Wasserversorgung (\\'eyl's Ha11dbud1 der Hygiene). 1919
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l>e renewed from time to time; algal growth has to be checked by 
darkness; dirty water has to be prefiltered. He discounted the advan
tages of this type of filter and thought it must cost more to operate 
than the ordinary slow sand filter. 

Oppositio,i of French to Slow Sand Filters 

Preference for water from springs rather than rivers, combined with 
hostility to filtration, says Imbeaux (36), retarded construction of 
filters in France until the 1890's. Even then filtration was preceded 
by some other treatment. 

Anderson revolving purifiers were constructed ahead of the earliest 
slow .sand filters in France. They were at Libourne, where slow sand 
filters were installed as part of water works built in 1890-92 (29, 36). 
Immediately afterward the General Water Co. began treating by the 
same method the water supplies of suburbs of Paris and of the city 
of Nice. In 1896-97, the city of Paris established Anderson "puri
fiers" and slow sand filters to treat the water of the Marne and in 
1897-98 it did the same for the water of the Seine. Although these 
"purifiers'' merely produced comminuted metallic iron and mixed it 
with the raw water on its passage to slow sand filters, the promoters 
applied the name "Anderson Process" to both coagulation and filtra
tion (see Chap. XIII). 

Puech multiple filters were installed by Paris before its slow sand 
filters on the Marne and Seine. Additions brought the daily capacity 
of each of these plants up to 300,000 cu.m. (79.2 mgd.) within a few 
years. By 1935 the Puech-Chabal system had been installed in 125 
French cities, far outranking any other method of water purification 
in France. As changed from time to time it has become a succession 
of decreasingly rapid filters followed by slow sand filters (see Chap. 
IX). 

Trailigaz filters. so far as is known, are now the only proprietary 
rivals of the Puech-Chabal system in France. In the period 1934-39, 
the Trailigaz filter had been installed in seventeen cities of France (39). 
It is of the rapid type, cleaned by both reverse-flow wash and by eject
ing the sand from the bottom to the top of the unit. 

Ozonation to supplement filtration has probably been used more 
extensively in France than in any other country. Before September 
1939, it is reported, Paris had installed two large ozonation plants and 
contracted for a third (see Chap. XIV). 
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